
DO MORE WITH GRC CLOUD
Because it’s not made up of modules, all of the application areas within the GRC Cloud 
platform connect seamlessly. This means that you can enhance collaboration, integration and 
automation across common application areas including ERM, Internal Audit, Internal Controls 
and Regulatory Compliance. We also help you integrate and align relevant frameworks and/or 
standards. 

For example, you can leverage the NIST Cybersecurity Framework to inform and/or assess 
your organization’s approach to cybersecurity while also leveraging COBIT V to inform your 
organization’s approach to IT governance – aligned and integrated within one platform. Also 
addressing SOX compliance within the same platform? No problem – alignment to the COSO 
2013 Framework of Internal Control is supported, out-of-the-box. And, of course, our Internal 
Audit application area is wholly-aligned to the IIA’s International Professional Practices 
Framework. One platform – endless possibilities.
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When you partner with Resolver, you get access to a comprehensive, integrated and 

readily expandable platform: GRC Cloud. It’s a centralized place for all of your audit, risk and 

compliance needs, so you can work more efficiently and effectively.

888.891.5500   |   resolver.com
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Want to learn more? Let’s talk.
resolver.com  |  info@resolver.com  |  1-888-891-5500

Stay connected
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GRC Cloud is a web-based platform with 
offline capabilities. This means you have 
access to your data, documents and reports 
across your devices and can take them offline 
if you need to.

FEATURES
GRC Cloud is so powerful there is almost 
no end to what you can do with it. It has 
all the features you need in one platform, 
so you can collaborate, integrate, and 
automate your programs and drive business 
performance.

Analytics & Reporting

GRC Cloud’s advanced analytics and 
reporting engine helps you connect and 
visualize data to give you the insights you 
need to make informed decisions. It’s easy 
to create stunning, interactive visualizations 
of your data and contextualized dashboards 
so that a single dashboard can provide a 
personalized experience for many users. 

Document Management 

Create MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Visio 
files using charts and other visualizations 
built from real- time data in GRC Cloud. 
Alternatively, upload your documents to 
Cloud, attach them to items or reports and 
then edit or preview them directly in the 
software. GRC Cloud’s audit trail takes care 
of version control for you, so you never have 
to worry if you are using the most up-to-
date document.

WORKFLOW 

Streamline your GRC program by using 
workflow to automate and standardize your 
processes.

This can dramatically reduce the time and 
money spent on your GRC program, ensure 
the accuracy of your data, drive consistency, 
and simplify the process for light users.

 ❱ Powerful workflow

 ❱ E-mail notifications

 ❱ Document library

 ❱ Microsoft Office® 
integration

 ❱ Audit trail

 ❱ Personal data 
warehouse

 ❱ Pre-built 
frameworks

 ❱ Stunning 
visualizations

 ❱ Ad-hoc & 
scheduled 
reporting

 ❱ Built-in security

 ❱ Intuitive user 
interface

 ❱ Smooth API 
integration

 ❱ Offline capabilities

 ❱ And more
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